Scientific Computing Group

Wiki Home of the Scientific Computing Group.

The public page of the SCG is [http://scicomp.cs.illinois.edu/](http://scicomp.cs.illinois.edu/). See there for course information.

**Useful information**

- NA Qualifying Exam
- We are compiling a recommended reading list for the NA qual. Do you have an opinion? Go here: [NA Qualification Exam Book List](http://scicomp.cs.illinois.edu/)
- The local student chapter of the Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics can be found here: [SIAM student chapter](http://scicomp.cs.illinois.edu/)
- Advice for creating your [Scientific Computing Program of Study](http://scicomp.cs.illinois.edu/)
- Text book tracking

**Lab Internship links**

- [http://www.anl.gov/education/graduates](http://www.anl.gov/education/graduates)
- [http://education.lbl.gov/Programs/Internships.html](http://education.lbl.gov/Programs/Internships.html)
- [http://www.orau.org/ornl/graduate-students/default.htm](http://www.orau.org/ornl/graduate-students/default.htm)
- [http://pnnl.jobs/jobs/?q=text;("computation");"information+sciences"](http://pnnl.jobs/jobs/?q=text;("computation");"information+sciences")